Stage 2 of Ottawa’s Light Rail Transit

Image: Stage 2 logo appears

Voiceover: Stage 2 is the next phase of Ottawa’s light rail transit future.

Image: The existing Confederation Line and Trillium Line appear, expansion continues south, east, and west

Voiceover: Construction will begin in 2019 to expand the O-Train network further south, east, and west by adding 44 kilometres of rail and 24 new stations.

Image: Flyover of south alignment with stations popping up, highlight of Limebank Station and the Airport

Voiceover: In the south, the Trillium Line will be expanded to reach Limebank Station in Riverside South, with a link to the Ottawa International Airport.

Image: Flyover of east alignment with stations popping up, highlight of Place D’Orleans

Voiceover: In the east, the Confederation Line will extend to Trim Road.

Image: Flyover of west alignment with stations popping up, highlight of Moodie Station and Algonquin College

Voiceover: In the west, the Confederation Line will extend to Algonquin College and Moodie Drive.

Image: Text with relevant icons appear

Voiceover: Once completed, Stage 2 will bring 70 percent of Ottawa residents within five kilometres of fast, efficient, clean and reliable rail.

Image: Stage 2 logo appears

Voiceover: For more information on the project, visit stage2lrt.ca
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